
Tools & Maintenance

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function
for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

General
Tools & Maintenance is an option available for Monitor G5. Here you handle the company's tools,
machines, and other equipment.

Here are some areas in which Tools & Maintenance can be used:

Handle consumable tools and other supplies

Purchase

Stock-keeping

Handle measuring tools

Purchase

Calibration

Log usage on manufacturing orders

Link to persons, work centers, and departments

Handle fixtures, press tools, molding tools, etc.

Purchase

Own manufacturing

Link to operations

Handle entities

Log period of use and number of cycles via reporting of manufacturing orders

Plan maintenance based on usage or schedule

Report maintenance and log information on entities

Link to fixed assets register and project register
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Handle machines and fixed assets

Purchase

Own manufacturing

Link to operations

Handle entities

Log period of use and number of cycles via reporting of manufacturing

Plan maintenance based on usage or schedule

Report maintenance and log information on entities

Link to work center

Link to fixed assets register and project register

Tool register
In Monitor G5, you handle tools in the Part register procedure by using basic types for tools. This
means that practically all procedures that handle parts also handle tools.

Part template
In the Part template procedure, you find basic types for tools. To be able to handle tools, you must first
create part templates for the types of tools and equipment that you want to use. You must create at
least one template per basic type.

Basic types for tools

There are three different basic types for tools. Make sure that you choose the correct basic type for the
tools since it determines the available functionality:

Consumable – This type practically works in the same way as regular parts. This is used for tools
that are consumed when they are reported. This is often used for consumable tools, supplies,
and spare parts.

Reusable – This is probably the most frequently used basic type. Tools of this type are handled
via withdrawal from and return to stock. Reusable is always used if you want to perform
maintenance and calibration. Then you must also use traceability on serial number, which is
added in the part template. You can create several part templates for different types of tools,
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for example, measuring tools, fixtures, and machines.

Tool list – This type is primarily used to create fictitious tool lists that can be reused in several
BOM and routings.More functions will be developed for this basic type.

Tip! It might be a good idea to create separate Lookup presentations for tools and regular
parts.

Part register
You register tools in the Part register procedure. Most of the settings that can be configured for regular
parts can also be configured for tools. Many settings can be set by default via the part template, for
example, traceability on serial number and planning settings.

Tip! For consumable tools, it might be a good idea to use the planning method Stock refill.
Entering reorder point, order quantity, supplier, and lead time provides easy purchase
management in the Stock refill – Purchase procedure.

Using tools in BOM & routing and in manufacturing orders
Tools can be linked to operations in BOM and routings, and then be handled in manufacturing orders.

BOM and routing
When creating BOM and routing for parts, tools can be linked to operations in the same way as
material rows. In most cases, the field Setup quantity is used to enter how many tools that are needed
for the operation. On rows with reusable tools, you find a field where you enter if the tool should be
returned in an operation other than the one in which the withdrawal is made. You also find two fields
where you enter the number of details that are manufactured per cycle as well as the tool's cycle time.
These values are required in order for the counters on the tools to be updated in the serial number
register when the operation is reported. The value on these counters in the serial number register can
in turn be used to trigger different maintenance items of the tools.
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Tip! In the Level list procedure, you can see in which BOM and routings the tools are included.
In theMaterial list procedure, you can edit data on the tool rows in the same way as for
included material. You can, for example, replace one tool with another where it is included.

Area Notes

Setup quantity

Returning operation

Quantity per cycle

Cycle time

Manufacturing order
In a manufacturing order, you can add and delete tools in the same way as material. A reusable tool is
displayed on two rows in the material list in the order. One row for withdrawal and one for return. The
reservation date on the withdrawal row is loaded from the start date on the operation. The reservation
date on the return row is loaded from the finish date. The tool's Quantity per cycle and Cycle time can
be adjusted on the order if you need to make a temporary change.

Tip!

You might need to configure settings regarding Allow automatic withdrawal for the tools when
they have serial numbers. This will facilitate the reporting of withdrawals and returns. This can
be configured in the part template in the Part template procedure.
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In the structure map in order procedures, you find a button that is used to show or hide

tools. There you also find the button that is used to search for tools in the structure map.

Manufacturing order documents
In the Document templates – Manufacturing order procedure, you find settings that determine how
tools should be shown on order documents. You can use a separate tool list by creating a variant of an
existing document where you configure to only show tools.
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Area Notes

Show tools

Show instruction

Show location and balance

Show standard unit

Show report number

Show bar code (for report number)

Only material with remaining quantity

Priority planning, priority plan list, pool planning
On the operation rows in the priority plan, you find new columns with information about tools. In the T
column, you see if the operation has tools and if they are cleared. You also find columns that show part
number and tool name of the first tool that is linked to the operation.

If you want to filter the operations, to be able to coordinate processing based on tools, this is made in
the same way as for material.

Reporting tools on manufacturing orders
There are several possible combinations of settings that can be used when reporting tools on
manufacturing orders – for example, if the tools should be manually or automatically reported when
the operations are started and reported. There are combinations of settings that work better or worse
together. The settings below affect the reporting of tools.

Please note! It is important that you carefully consider how you want to report tools.
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System settings for manufacturing:

System settings for time recording:

Settings for work center:

Settings for part (can also be configured via part template):

Suggestions of how to handle and configure settings for tool reporting
Handling and settings depend on if you want to report tools manually or automatically.
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Manual reporting of tools

If your company has a tool department that handles withdrawal and return of tools, then manual
reporting can be good to use:

Turn off automatic withdrawal and return in the system settings.

Make withdrawals in the Pick list and Report pick list procedures.

Make returns in theWithdrawal list procedure.

Automatic reporting of tools when recording

If you record operations in the Recording terminal procedure, in the Time recording module, and want
to automate withdrawal and return:

Activate the setting Allow automatic withdrawal in the part register for tools with serial number
where you find it convenient.

Activate the system setting Return reusable tools when operation is reported as finished. (The
logic behind this is that the return will be made automatically when the remaining quantity
reaches zero on the returning operation. The logic has one condition – no employee can be
clocked-in on the operation.)

There are two alternatives to choose from when it comes to withdrawals:

Alternative 1:

Activate the system setting Automatic reporting of tools.

Configure the Suggest total setup qty at first automatic material reporting system setting to For
tools. The withdrawal then takes place at the first reporting of quantity on the operation, and
not during clock-in. (This is done to avoid problems if you perform partial reporting of quantity
in manufacturing orders.)

Alternative 2:

Activate the setting Suggest withdrawal of tools at start of operation. The operator will then see
a reporting window when clocking-in on the order. He/she can then sign for the tool withdrawal.
The manufacturing order is recorded as usual.

Automatic reporting of tools without recording

If you use the reporting procedures in the Manufacturing module to report operations:

Activate the system setting Automatic reporting of tools.

Activate the system setting Return reusable tools when operation is reported as finished. (The
logic behind this is that the return will be made automatically when the remaining quantity
reaches zero on returning operation. The logic has one condition – no employee can be clocked-
in on the operation.)
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Configure the Suggest total setup qty at first automatic material reporting system setting to For
tools. The withdrawal then takes place at the first reporting of quantity on the operation, and
not during clock-in. (This is done to avoid problems if you perform partial reporting of quantity
in manufacturing orders.)

Deactivate the setting Suggest withdrawal of tools at start of operation.

Settings Notes

System settings for manufacturing:

Automatic reporting of tools

Return reusable tools when return operation is reported as finished

Suggest total setup qty at first automatic material reporting

System settings for Time recording:

Suggest withdrawal of tools at start of operation

Settings for work center:

Exclude from automatic reporting of tools

Exclude from automatic reporting of tools at start of operation

Settings for part:

Allow automatic withdrawal

Batch record orders using the same tools
The same tool will be withdrawn to all operations in a batch which are using the tool. The withdrawal
takes place via automatic reporting at the first partial reporting or via the Material reporting window,
depending on the configuration of the system settings. The tools are automatically returned when you
stop work. If there is a remaining quantity on the operation at the time of the return, the remaining
quantity on the tool will be reset to make it possible to withdraw it again when the order is started
again.

Please note! The add to batch function cannot be used yet. Manual withdrawal and return in other
procedures is not supported if operations will be batch recorded.

Logging of number of cycles and cycle time
For tools with serial numbers that are withdrawn to an operation, the Number of cycles is automatically
logged on the serial number in the Serial number/Batch procedure. The logging takes place
automatically when quantity is reported on the operation. Cycle time is also logged on the serial
number if such has been entered for the tool in the BOM and routing or order.
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Manual withdrawal and return
To keep track of tools that are not linked to BOM and routing but are withdrawn to different persons,
you find functions used for manual withdrawal and return of tools in the procedure Report withdrawal
of tools.

During withdrawal, you must select an employee number in the fieldWithdrawn to and an Expected
return date. You add a row in the boxWithdraw and select the tool in the field Serial no./Batch no. (if
the tool has serial number) or in the field Part number. Then you save.

When the tool is returned, you can select an employee number. Then all withdrawn tools for the

employee in question will be displayed. The button on the function menu will then be activated.

If you deactivate the button or if you do not select an employee number, you will see all employees'
withdrawn tools. You can minimize theWithdraw box in order to give more space to see withdrawn
tools in the list. You return tools by entering the quantity and then you save.

Withdrawn tools can also be displayed and monitored in theWithdrawal list procedure. There you can
also report return by selecting Return in the list. You can also see and select to which location Loc.
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the return should be performed. When you save, the return will be executed for the tools you have
selected to return.

Stock management and stock valuation
Tools can be handled in the same way as parts in the stock procedures. This means that you can
perform stock count, move, and perform direct stock reporting also for tools.

Stock valuation
Stock valuation of tools are made in the same way as for normal parts in the Stock value procedure. By
selecting by Basic type and other suitable terms, for example Part template, you will only load stock
values for tools or for a specific group of tools.

WIP
Tools that have been withdrawn to manufacturing orders are not valuated in the WIP. This is
determined by that the setting Use in calculation is not checked in part templates with a basic type for
tools.

In order to value tools that have been withdrawn to manufacturing orders, you instead use the list type
Withdrawn reusable tools in the stock value list. The list type concerns withdrawn tools of the basic
type Reusable. These tools are valued in this list and not in theWIP value procedure.
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Calibration and maintenance
Calibration of measuring tools, as well as maintenance of tools and machines are performed using the
same routines and arrangements. The handling is based on serial numbers on the tools and machines.

You should therefore start by creating one or more part templates with the basic type Reusable.
Traceability on Serial number should be selected for the template.

Register a part for the tool or machine in the template, and add a serial number.

If it is an existing equipment, it might be suitable to use the procedure Stock count for this.

If you are going to purchase new equipment, you register a purchase order for the part and
create the serial number in connection with arrival reporting.

If you are going to manufacture new equipment internally, you first create a BOM and routing
and then a manufacturing order for the part. The serial number is then created in connection
with the registration of the manufacturing order, according to settings for serial number in the
Number series procedure.

Basic data for calibration and maintenance

Maintenance plan
Maintenance plans are used to link one or more tools (via the part number) to one or more
maintenance templates. A maintenance template represents a specific type of maintenance or
calibration. The maintenance template contains settings regarding how the maintenance should be
performed and which form should be used. In the form you see which instructions, checklists, and
measurements should be used. The default settings in the maintenance template can be overridden in
the maintenance plans. This means that you do not have to register a unique maintenance template for
each setting.
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Tip! One tool can be included in multiple maintenance plans. Sometimes it is convenient to
create a general plan with maintenance templates that are common for many tools.

Area Notes

Start

Frequency

Minimum tolerance

Maximum tolerance

Form code

Maintenance templates
You register maintenance templates in the Basic data – Maintenance procedure. In the templates, you
see which types of maintenance and calibration should be handled. You link a default form for the
reporting to the template. You also enter what you want to be the trigger of the maintenance and
configure default settings for the interval. You can choose manual handling for the maintenance (no
trigger), maintenance with a specific number of days between each occasion (triggered by Calendar),
maintenance with control against one of the counters for the tools (triggered by Number of cycles,
Operation time, or Distance). You can also link a maintenance type to the template, if this should be
applied (see below).
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Tip! A simple maintenance template with an empty form that you, for example, name "LOG"
can be used to write different notes that should be saved for the tool.

Area Notes

Maintenance type

Form code

Triggered by

Start

Frequency

Minimum tolerance

Maximum tolerance

Forms
A form is required to be able to report a maintenance. You register the forms in the Form templates
procedure. In the form header you can print a general instruction, and link files. The form can then be
divided into different sections with heading rows and underlying rows. You can enter instructions on
each row. The underlying rows can be of the type Decimal, Text, CheckBox, or Date. For the type
Decimal, you can enter unit, setpoint, minimum tolerance, maximum tolerance, and master tool (the
tool that should be used during the measurement).

Tip! Register an empty form that you can use when there is no need for specific instructions or
calibration points. Even though the form has no rows, you can always enter a comment in the
form when the maintenance is reported.

Area Notes

Type

Unit

Minimum tolerance

Setpoint
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Area Notes

Maximum tolerance

Default values

Tool (master)

Maintenance types
It is not mandatory to use maintenance types. However, this is a good way to create structures and do
follow-ups. You register and link maintenance types to the maintenance templates in the Basic data –
Maintenance procedure. You can create maintenance types in several levels, for example according to
SS-EN 13306.

Color codes
Color codes according to European standard used for calibration of measuring tools are included in the
system. However, these color codes can be modified if you want to use another standard. The color
codes are displayed in the procedures Planned maintenance and Report maintenance.
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Order type for maintenance
Under the Manufacturing order tab in the Order types procedure, you can register a separate order
type for the new basic typeMaintenance, which is intended for maintenance orders. You can configure
settings regarding Prefix and Priority for the order type.

Procedures used for calibration and maintenance
After the basic data has been registered, you can use the procedures described below. Calibration and
maintenance can be handled with or without usingmaintenance orders*. You do not have to create
maintenance orders to handle calibration of measuring tools. This is only necessary if you buy the
calibration service. Then you have to use maintenance orders since this takes place via subcontract
purchase.

* A maintenance order is a type of manufacturing order. Maintenance orders are used if you
want to plan as well as report time and material for the maintenance. Maintenance orders will
be available in a later version of Monitor G5.

Planned maintenance
In this procedure you monitor which tools require calibration and maintenance. You can, for example,
select by Part template in order to see all maintenance items on a specific equipment. You can also
select byMaintenance template in order to see all equipment that are included in this maintenance
item. Under Settings, you select which Trigger type should be checked. (Calendar, Distance, Operation
time, and Number of cycles.)
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When you load the list, you will see the tools (with serial number) for which the counter has passed the
limit for the selected maintenance. To show that the tool is being calibrated or maintained, you can
update the tool status toMaintenance in progress in the list. You can then enter a message in theM
column. The status on the selected serial number will then be updated to Service/Calibration in
progress in the Serial number/Batch procedure. The message will also be available there.

It is possible to go to the Report maintenance procedure directly from the list. There you can report the
maintenance for the selected tool.

You can also go to the Register maintenance order procedure directly from the list. There you can
create a maintenance order. This is a manufacturing order of a separate order type which is used to
plan and report time and material for different types of maintenance. It is optional to use maintenance
orders. You can report maintenance without having maintenance orders.

Tip! By unchecking all alternatives under Trigger type, under Settings, you will see all
maintenance items even if the limit has passed. This is useful if you want to see all your
maintenance items.
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Report maintenance
The Report maintenance procedure is used to report maintenance on a serial number. Each reporting is
given a serial number, a consecutive number. This number is possible to search by, and it can be
updated, if needed. You can enter a short comment when reporting the tool. You can also enter a
longer comment and link files, for example, a written protocol. You can see instructions for the
maintenance as well as for linked files. The form that is linked to the maintenance will be used during
the reporting. You fill in the reported values on the rows. The row status will be updated based on this
information. If a tool (master) is linked to the form or if you link such a tool during the reporting, you
must select a serial number for the tool in question. You can enter a comment for each row's reporting
and also see instructions.

There are two different statuses for the reporting:

Reporting status – this status has the steps Not started, Started, and Finished. This status on the
header row is automatically updated when you update the different rows.

Maintenance status – this status has the steps OK, Not OK, and OK with action. This status is
automatically updated as the status on the rows changes to OK or Not OK. However, you can
manually change the status, if needed. The step OK with action has no function yet. However, it
will later be possible to create an action that can be linked to the reporting.

On the header row in the reporting, you can manually select which status should be set on the serial
number in the Serial number/Batch procedure after the maintenance has been reported.

Maintenance log
In theMaintenance log procedure, you can view historical reporting items of maintenance and
calibrations. There is a detailed and a total list with a few different presentations. In the list you can
follow-up on performed maintenance items.

Location/site for serial number
Each serial number can be assigned a location/site in the Serial number/Batch procedure. The available
alternatives are Department, Work center, and Employee. Equipment that is placed with a
subcontractor, must have a work center of the type Subcontract.
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Location/site is then used in several places to display the equipment in a clear way or to display the
equipment that is interesting in a specific situation.

Serial number location list
In the Serial number location list procedure, you see the equipment based on its location/site.
Information about the status of the equipment is totaled in the list. This way you can easily see
equipment with "problems" per location/site.

Planned maintenance
Location/site is also useful in the Planned maintenance procedure. It is easy to sort, filter, and group by
Location/site. Here you can use the function to group lists, where you drag column headings from the
list and drop them on the grouping header above the list. You can, for example, create a grouping
where you see maintenance per department or per work center. This is useful to coordinate the work.
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Recording terminal
In the Recording terminal procedure, you find a button called Tool information. By using this button,
you see the tools that are placed with the recording operator or with the work center to which the
operator is clocked-in. You also see the tools that are withdrawn to the work in progress The idea is to
easily see the status of the current equipment. The operator can link to the part register and serial
number register from the tools in the window. You can also report maintenance and create a case to
order maintenance.

Follow-up of costs regarding maintenance

Post-calculation
In the Post-calculation procedure, you can summarize reported costs on maintenance orders.

Project
You can create a project for a machine and add this project to the serial number in the Serial
number/Batch procedure. This way you can follow-up on all costs for a machine. This also applies to
costs that are not handled by maintenance orders.

When maintenance orders are created, the project number will automatically be copied to the order.
The reported time and material will be summarized on the project. Purchase orders and supplier
invoice can also be posted on the project, which results in a complete follow-up.

Read more about project accounting in a separate chapter under Using Monitor on the menu in the
online help function.
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Fixed assets register
If you use the option Fixed assets register, you can also link a serial number to a fixed asset object. This
way you can compile reports that show information, from both the fixed assets register and from the
maintenance register.

There are no ready-to-use reports for this yet.
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